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These three statements,  even from the old days it's  always been said that these three

statements are really hard to understand.  Why is it so difficult?  In the sutras they have an

expression, "not one, not two."  What that means is that the source is neither one nor two, neither

two nor one.  The moment you think it's one, it's two; the moment you think it's two, it's already

one.  

The activity of not one, not two continues until, as I said yesterday, the season comes

when now three worlds are born. Where there was simply a one and only world that had no

second, now there are three worlds, and so in the sutras this is described as one is three, and three

are one, meaning that three worlds again will manifest the one world.  This is why it's difficult.

There is a state of total unification, and then that state becomes a state in which the two

essential forces are distinct and facing each other, and then there's unification again and facing.

That is the activity of not one, not two; not two, not one.  But then as time passes, the two

activities  actually  separate  from each  other  and three  worlds  are  born,  and that  is  what  the

expression "one is  three"  is  referring to.  That  one in  the expression "one is  three"  is  really

referring to the activity of the two essential functions.  And so of course for people who haven't

had  experience  listening  to  Buddhist  talks  before,  when you first  hear  them they're  hard to

understand.  And then we ask, what kinds of worlds are those three worlds that appear, and as

I've been telling you they're the worlds of past, present, and future.

In the old days these three worlds, these three activities were described as “Gon ari, jitsu

ari, sho ari.  権有り、実有り、唱 (?)有り . ”  The first one means something that appears
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temporarily.    (This  ‘gon’  is  the  ‘gon’  that  means  expedient  means,  upaya.   A  temporary

authority.)  The second one means manifesting the state of reality itself.  The third one means the

condition of shining, of brightness and light.  The First Statement, as I've told you, is when the

source itself,  the condition of the origin itself,  divides  itself  in two, and the worlds of past,

present, and future are manifest. The Second Statement is asking more specifically what is the

situation of being the present moment after it is manifest.  Past, present, and future manifest, and

the present moment is manifest in between the worlds of past and future.  The present moment

world that manifests  in between the worlds of past  and future is not yet reality  itself.   It  is

manifest as upaya, expedient means.

The  temporary  world  of  upaya  that  manifests  manifests  through  the  dharma  activity

acting, manifests by the dharma activity, and after it is manifest as well it doesn't go against the

dharma activity, it follows the same natural law.  The only real way to manifest the wisdom that

knows this fundamental principle is to first appeal to your own doing of it, your own practice of

it, and then after having experienced it you will know it truly.

The Second Statement is concerning the self after it has been manifest, the born self, the

self that has appeared, and therefore, in order to grasp the Second Statement, you must manifest

the wisdom that knows how the self appears, and after it appears how it grows, and of course  it's

very difficult to grasp this.

Now comes a technical Buddhist expression: "the activity that cuts the stream." And so I

raise my fan and ‘uhhtt!’ I hit the book stand. And when the book stand gets hit a unique activity

manifests.  When A and B meet each other, ‘uhhtt!’, a sound manifests, and when they separate,

‘uhhtt!’, a sound also manifests. And the actual Chinese character that's used, ki 機, is different

from the character that's usually used and translated as activity. It's more like functioning, or

something, but it's a special word.  The way you should understand this activity is to understand

it as a unique activity, a special way of functioning.

As I've been telling you, a self manifests by receiving one drop and blood from plus and
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minus, of equal power, and that activity of receiving those two drops of blood is exactly what's

being referred to by this sentence, "not going against the activity that cuts through the stream."

You can find a story about the flowing river in the consciousness only literature.  But the

way the  flow of  a  river  is  understood in  consciousness  only  thinking  and Zen thinking  are

different from each other. A river flows, but the only reason the river is able to flow is that there

is the ocean there allowing it to flow.  If there were no ocean receiving the flowing river, then the

river  would  get  stopped and overflow and cause  all  kinds  of  trouble  around itself.   What's

important here is the activity of receiving. Because there is the activity of receiving the flowing

river, the flowing is possible.  It is because the activity of receiving is acting simultaneously that

the activity of flowing, streaming, is possible. If there were no receiving activity there, then as I

said, where the river hit would be damaged, or harmed. 

At least as one provisional way of teaching in Tathagata Zen, we can call the flowing,

streaming  activity  the  plus,  expanding  activity.  Therefore  please  see  that  it's  because

simultaneously  the  minus,  contracting  activity  is  acting  to  allow the  expanding into  herself,

acting  to  let  expanding  in,  it  is  because  that  is  happening that  the  flowing,  expanding plus

activity is capable of acting without mistake.  If we call one of the activities the giving activity,

then the opposite activity could be called the taking, or the receiving activity, and it is when both

of those are simultaneously totally done that growing occurs.  That's the dharma activity.

According to Tathagata Zen, the self who has been manifest, the self who is born, will,

without going against the dharma activity, do both of these functions of giving and receiving,

and when the self does both totally, then as I always tell you the perfect self manifests.  The

important thing to warn yourselves about is that the state of being of having been manifest isn't

fixated. Without fail it will again dissolve. It is when the self meets up with the dharma activity

called separating guest and host that the self manifests.  

However, that same self who manifests having met the activity of the separation of guest

and host will inevitably then meet the activity of the unification of guest and host, and through
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that it will vanish, through that it will be gone, and the complete zero self will manifest.  This

process repeats innumerable times, until finally, if we say that the total plus activity is plus one

hundred million plus and the total  minus activity  is  minus one hundred million minus,  until

finally the self has all of plus and minus as its content.

According to the teaching of Buddhism the process of growth is this repetitive process of

on the one hand meeting up with separating subject and object, and appearing, being born, and

on the other hand meeting up with the unification of subject and object, and disappearing, over

and over again. And if we say, at least provisionally, that with each step of this growth process

we add one hundred millionth of both activities, then we can say that after a hundred million

repetitions we don't need to do the activity of growing anymore.  And then the plus, expanding

activity doesn't need to expand further, and for the first time he can really rest.  

If  we see this  in terms of man and woman, then the male expanding, living activity,

doesn't need to be done anymore, has been completed, but it isn't as simple as that, because don't

forget that the man could never complete himself without having been helped by the woman all

along.  Isn't that true? I mean look at yourself. It was only because you received both the plus

and minus bloods that you were able to be manifest.  When plus and minus separate from each

other, then the self, without having to think, without having to figure out how to do it, naturally,

immediately, receives an equal amount of blood from both plus and minus.  The state where

expanding,  living,  growing, developing doesn't  need to be done anymore can never be done

through the plus activity acting alone. He must always be being helped by the minus activity.  If

you've been listening carefully hopefully you can at least know this principle.  

So the man has done the principle so he can rest. And the minus activity is able to rest

together with the plus activity, but don't forget that minus is essentially different from plus. Now

they are at the place of not needing to expand anymore, and that isn't the origin of plus, that is the

result of the plus activity, but it isn't the result of the minus activity. She has a different result.

Plus has manifested himself totally and attained the true result of plus. But then minus opens her
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eyes and wakes right up and begins to go back to her original source. This is the principle that

you should clearly know. This is when the minus activity and through her leading she will return

back to the origin. And when the minus activity begins to take the lead, the plus activity cannot

remain at rest.  He has to wake up too, and then again they separate from each other.  This is

what I always tell you about.  But no matter how many times I tell you the same story, when you

come to see me you don't do me the favor of manifesting a clear answer.  You know, it's harder

for me. I'm the one who gets exhausted by this more than you guys do.

The plus activity takes the lead, being helped by the minus activity, until finally the result

of not needing to do living anymore is manifest,  and then the minus activity begins leading,

being helped by the plus activity, until the not needing to contracting anymore state is manifest.

The state in which plus doesn't need to be done anymore is sometimes called the manifestation of

the ultimately large cosmos.  There is no perfect self apart from that.  Buddhism therefore says

quite clearly that the perfect self is the great cosmos itself.  People like to talk about finding

peace of mind, or finding salvation, and they say all sorts of boring and dumb stuff about it. I

guess you can find some kind of salvation or peace of mind through making a lot of money but

Buddhism very clearly states that the only true salvation is found when you manifest yourself as

the greatest cosmos itself.

People say they were saved by God or saved by Buddha. But who was saved by those

things? It was your I am self that was saved.  But true salvation can never happen when there still

is an I am self. True salvation only occurs when that I am manifests itself as the great cosmos

itself, and through that dissolves itself.  If you think that you can find peace of mind or salvation

and still have your I am self, then you will seek out being affirmed, you will find the kind of

peace of mind that you win when your situation affirms you, and therefore you will always be

the kind of  person who is  living to  be affirmed,  living to find their  own benefit,  their  own

convenience, and those kinds of selves always end up fighting and warring with each other.

Now minus is  taking the lead,  and through her leading the state  of the separation of
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subject and object again occurs.  And a self is manifest in this separation of subject and object,

and that self is influenced by the fact that the minus activity is now leading in the process. This

self is the first self that manifests the wisdom that knows that it has the world as its content.

Before this the self had not known the true nature of itself, but now, from the greatest cosmos

itself dividing itself in two, through the minus activity leading, a self is manifest, and this is a

self just like the previous self, but this self,  being influenced by minus, now does the minus

activity itself.  The self that is manifest here, being influenced by the leadership role of the minus

activity, manifests the wisdom for the first time: Wow! What is going on here? Everything is my

content.  

This  is  why  we  are  told  that  when  the  Buddha  had  his  first  great  enlightenment

experience, he cried out, "Everything is my content. Everything is Buddha."  In religious terms

he might have said, "Everything is God."  To say that everything is your content is the same as to

say that every single thing you see you see as yourself.  There is no greater love activity than self

seeing self.

When this kind of knowing, this kind of wisdom, first manifests, the kind of wisdom in

which the self has all as its content, in which the self sees all as itself, we don't use the normal

word love activity. We call this the activity of ji hi, because it has both plus and minus, both ji

and hi in it.  It might be translated as Buddhist compassion, but it's very difficult to translate.  We

say love, but when you analyze love you see there are two.  Tathagata Zen says that essentially

there are two love activities. There's the love activity manifest through plus leading and the love

activity manifest through minus leading.  It's difficult but in any case here a self manifests that

knows it has everything, knows that everything is itself. That sort of wisdom arises.  But the self

is still seeing itself as an object in a sense.  It's a beautiful wonderful thing for self to be looking

upon itself, but it can't just remain in that state of looking upon itself forever. These two aspects

of the one self, these two selves must again become one.

And when that oneness occurs, when the self doesn't need to look at itself anymore, then
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the perfect minus love manifests, the perfect love of maitri manifests.  And that process repeats a

hundred million times, until the self is startled to find that it doesn't need to do this activity of

looking upon itself,  and then  unification,  anymore.   This  state  of  really  not  needing to  see

yourself anymore, of the self really not needing to see itself anymore, is, in contradistinction to

the ultimately large, called the ultimately small.  That's when true peace of mind comes.

This peace of mind, however, only manifests for a moment, and then again a plus activity

wakes up, and now again it's the plus activity's turn to take the lead.  This is the teaching of

Tathagata Zen.  The teaching of Buddhism and also of Tathagata Zen is to say that any born self

is never fixated, that it is the very nature of the self to not fixate itself, but instead to continually

move along this process of manifesting the ultimately large and ultimately small, over and over.  

Then here comes about the Third Statement. The question is asked, "What does the Third

Statement mean?" And the Third Statement is referring to doing great compassion, doing the

love of  maitri. The Third Statement, therefore, is the unification of subject and object.  But don't

forget that when the plus activity is leading, then the minus activity is following, helping,  until

the ultimately  large  is  manifest,  but  then the minus activity  leads,  being helped by the plus

activity, until the ultimately small is manifest.

Here is Kokufu asking Rinzai, "So what about the Third Statement?"  Rinzai answers,

"Look at the wooden puppets manifesting on the stage, manifesting on the stage, performing on

the stage. Look well. Don't let any of it get by you."  What Rinzai is saying is that when you

watch people dancing on a stage, notice carefully, see to the very bottom of the fact that there's

something allowing them, there's something letting them dance, or making them dance, and that

is in the stage.  Of course those are the plus and minus activities.

I've been telling you this same story over and over again, haven't I? About plus and minus

meeting each other,  breaking through that  meeting,  arriving at  each other's origins,  and then

turning around and meeting each other again, and then again manifesting the perfect unified self.

So please see that the man, the person behind referred to in this, is the total, complete person.
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When the perfect, complete person is manifest, that's the unification of plus and minus.  That's

the state of the complete self.   Buddhism personifies this complete condition and calls it the

manifestation of the love activity.  So if you take the love activity as a toy, and you ignore its

true nature and you just play around with it, there's nothing that you're going to get punished for

bigger than this. This is when suffering is going to rain down on you.    

Buddhism says that if you do this you will never know what true love is.

It is only through you yourselves manifesting true love that you will find peace of mind.

If you are a religious person, you can think that it is only through you yourself manifesting true

love that  you can meet  God.   It  really  makes  no difference  whether  you call  it  God or  the

dharmakaya or the complete self, but when you manifest the complete self--this is where this

koan  comes  from--when  you  manifest  the  complete  self,  where  is  God,  where  is  the

dharmakaya?  When you manifest perfect love, where is love?  There is no manifestation of true

love other than absolute space itself.

Then he keeps on talking Rinzai, and he says another difficult thing: "Each statement

must comprise the gates of the Three Mysteries, and the gate of each mystery must comprise the

Three Essentials."  But I'm really tired so I think I'll just stop here.

終

The End
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